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and with these troops at the end of April he set out to relieve
Tournai, which Saxe, who as usual was first in the field and
had skilfully masked his designs against that fortress until the
actual trenches were opened before it, held invested with 20,000
men while another 60,000 covered the siege. Moving south-
ward and westward by a somewhat circuitous route, the Allies
oil May 10 came face to face with the French holding a strong
and well-fortified position on the east bank of the Scheldt at
Fontenoy. The battle on the following day was all but won,
despite tne complete miscarriage of the attack on both wings, by
the magnificent assault of the British in the centre, who broke
through and shattered the French first line, held their ground
unsupported for three hours, and only retired slowly and in good
order before the desperate counter-attacks of the whole of the
hostile reserves against their front and flanks. None the less
Saxe gained his victory and secured himself leisure to carry out
to its conclusion the siege of Tournai, which fell at the end of
June. Inferior in numbers and disunited, the Allies were now
in no position to guard the whole wide extent of country
between the Meuse and the sea, and their vain attempts to do
so only frittered away their forces, already too few for the task
in hand. Eventually Cumberland saw himself compelled to
abandon to the French all Austrian Flanders west of the
Scheldt; but before the end of the campaign he and practically
the whole of the British contingent had been hurriedly called
home to meet a new danger which was menacing the heart of
England,
This peril was caused by the southward advance of the force
of Charles Edward, the " Young Pretender " to the throne, and
the last male descendant of the Stuart line of kings. Landing
in the western isles of Scotland in July 1745, he had rallied to
himself a small but formidable Highland army, which Cope,
the British commander, who had marched north from Edin-
burgh on receiving news of the rising, hesitated to encounter
in ^ tne open field. Prince, Charles then advanced by way of
Stirling on Edinburgh, where he was received with enthusiasm,
while Cope, who had swung north to Inverness and then east
to Aberdeen, took ship to Dunbar so as to be once more in a
position to oppose any march southward. At Prestpnpans his
army fled in panic rout before the first charge of the Highlanders,
and the latter, pushing forward in triumph across the Border
via Carlisle, advanced at speed in the direction of London. No
British recruits, however, materialised, and the Government
took instant steps to put a term to the bold incursion of the
Prince's 5000 men by hastily assembling 10,000 men in Stafford-
shire under Cumberland, and an equal force under Wade around

